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AO1- Develop the context of ideas through investigations.
AO3- Record ideas through mind-mapping and imagery
You were asked in a computer room lesson last week to research some imagery relating to one aspect of your
identity. You were also asked to make some notes about your idea and some may have researched an Artist to
make connections with.
This weeks task:
Create a visual and written mind-map about one specific aspect of your identity. This should include a title or
a name for your idea, eg ‘Islam’, key words, annotations to explain why you’ve chosen the idea and why you
like it/ why its important to you. Imagery and symbolism that links to the idea through sketches, photos,
internet images etc, a background that compliments the content (optional). The minimum requirements are a
double page, but you could separate the visual and written elements over two pages if you like.

EXAMPLE OF A SPECIFIC ASPECT OF IDENTITY
• IDENTITY: Overall theme for the project
• ISLAM: Aspect of your identity that is important to you, that you are interested in and that you can visualise.
• IDEAS TO DEVELOP: Islamic architecture, calligraphy, religious ritual, images of mosques, images of people in
prayer, symbols, important words etc.

EXTENSIONS
• EXT 1- Do a drawing of something from your mind-map demonstrating skills through
outline, detail, shading, proportion and composition, fill one whole page.
• EXT 2- Create an original Art work inspired by something on your mind-map.
• EXT 3- Create a mixed-media image inspired by something on your mind-map.
You may copy an image, combine two images, create an Artwork inspired by a word or
quote, redesign an image etc

Examples of visual and written mind-maps.

Examples of visual and written mind-maps.

